
What is “Coming-of-Age” in the 2020s?

Alternatively: why the pressure to grow up, when we don’t know what being grown up means?

”I’m about to turn 19. This year is my last chance to have a “coming of age” moment.”

This is a slightly paraphrased tweet by a friend that came across my feed a couple of years
back. I recall thinking, “But I’m about to turn 21 in a few months, and I don’t feel like I’ve had my
“coming of age” moment, or anything close to it.”

A discussion with a family friend a few weeks back went something like this:

“When did you stop feeling lost?”

“About two years ago.”

The response was made by a woman in her early 50s.

My mother insists she never grew up. My grandmother says she looks young because she feels
like a child. The figures of authority at my former workplace, ranging from a few years to a few
decades older than my 23 year-old self, often behave like they’re about 16. They do so proudly,
and completely aware of their own childishness.

The concept of “coming of age” was antiquated the moment it came into existence. Whatever it
has been described as: marriage, having children, finishing high school, hitting puberty… It
doesn’t exist quite like that. We have been taught that our individual “coming of age” moment,
our growing up, is entirely dependent on other people’s perceptions. Our families seeing us
build a family of our own, finishing an educational journey perceived as “proper” by the system
we’re forced into, making enough money to impress the people around us, and convince them
that we’re headed for their definition of success.

Various educational systems push kids to have their entire life and career path figured out by the
time it’s time to apply for university. No one I’ve ever met has had their whole life figured out by
age 18, even if they happened to think they did at the time. Being 18 may be the legal definition
of “adult” but for most young people, it doesn’t mean being any closer to feeling like one.

“The montage-esque portrayal of young adulthood made me feel like I needed to have it
together by 18, when the truth is your 20s are your first chance at discovering who you
want to be, and that’s only the first step.

There’s a lot of pressure to get rich young, or “make it” when political realities are very
different for non-middle class, non-white folks. Even knowing this, many of us chase
those goals because that’s what has been advertised to us.



To me, coming of age means to begin asking questions of what I want for myself, to
allow it to stray away from what others ask of me. It’s really about finding peace instead
of happiness or a picture perfect existence.”
-Age 21

We are told, as a collective, that we have to behave, think and feel like grown ups when a
specific birthday rolls around, while the so called adults around us ignore the fact that we’re
rarely taught what this entails. While we cram for school exams and our planet and the global
economy crumble around us, we are expected to willingly take on the responsibility of fixing
problems generations before us left in their wake. Questioning this, or even so much as saying
we’re not ready, is basically off the table. You are an adult when others say you are, not when
you actually feel like you’ve grown up and developed into who you’re meant to be.

“My therapist always tells me off for saying I’m not an adult, but I’m quite obviously not. I
don’t feel like an adult because I feel like I haven’t really done anything. I’ve felt
pressured to just suddenly know what I want to do and how I’m going to go about it once
I finished my bachelor’s. Even my friends push me to date and figure out my entire life
by the time my dissertation is handed in, but I don’t want to be doing something I hate
because I was pressured into doing *something* within a specific time frame.

I’ve never had a job that people consider to be an “adult” job, I don’t even know what I’d
do if I was to get one. I’m still studying and living at home, I don’t really date. And I’m still
scared of the steam wand on the coffee machine.”
- Age 24

Other people’s expectations create an illusion of what “coming of age” really is. The societal
pressure, the system we’re being integrated into from the day we’re born, the idea that holding
onto childlike mindsets and mannerisms… All these factors put so much pressure on us to be
grown up in a way that pleases others, that we don’t even have the time to notice when the
“growing up” happens.

I never had a coming of age moment . I thought I did, then I realised it was just societal
expectations being placed on me . Life is constant change, that's the only thing that's
happening .
- Age 51

The truth is, coming of age is not a moment. It's a process. It is long, complex and often painful.
It is an experience so unique that generalising it to an entire population of impressionable teens
and young adults is arguably one of the stupidest things culture and media have ever done for
our society.

For one person, it's figuring out their sexuality or their gender. For another it's the first time they
pay their own bills. In another scenario, someone who had to grow up too young only feels



grown up once they've had the chance to have a childhood for the first time. Someone may feel
like they never came of age because they were never proud of where they came from.

It comes in a million moments, realisations, experiences. Moving countries, being creative,
embracing spirituality (or leaving it behind), crossing things off your bucket list…

“Coming of age” has very little to do with age itself, and everything to do with deciding, despite
the lack of certainty, to move towards some kind of contentment, whatever that may mean to
you.

And there's no rush.


